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Please play in order:
1. Bordogni/Rochut - No. 8
2. Berlioz/Safranek - Roman Carnival Solo, Quarter note = 66 (All)
3. Joio - Fantasies on a theme by Haydn - Fantasy 1, Lo stesso tempo, Allegro (Between markings)

1. Bordogni/Rochut - No. 8

*Create your own interpretation of this etude that demonstrates your most mature musical sensibilities.

DISCLAIMER: Use of these excerpts is strictly for SEMO Orchestra and Wind Symphony auditions only. Any other use is not authorized or implied by Southeast Missouri State University.
2. Berlioz/Safranek: Roman Carnival Solo (All)

3. Joio - Fantasies on a theme by Haydn - Fantasy 1, Lo stesso tempo, allegro (Between markings)